Weatherford – Hydro – Corn Monthly Operational Report: April 2018
OPERATIONAL DATA:
Call/Transport Volume:

COMMUNITY AND FIRST RESPONDER EDUCATION:


174 Requests for Service
121 Total Transports

Average Response Times:
Weatherford: 4 minutes, 53 seconds
Hydro: 7 minutes, 29 seconds
Corn: 14 minutes, 34 seconds





CLINICAL DATA:
The following list contains the most
common call types that Lifeguard
responded to in April, along with 99
general medical.
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Trauma Injury
Dyspnea/Shortness of Breath
Altered Level of Consciousness
Abdominal Pain
Syncope/Fainting
Weakness
Cardiac Symptoms
Nausea/Vomiting
Pneumonia Symptoms

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT/
TRAINING:





Community CPR
Weatherford High School mock DUI
Rhea wildland fire standby
Clinton Hospital evacuation







Lifeguard continued its community CPR efforts by certifying nine
community members in CPR. The lifesaving training that is offered
gives community members the confidence and knowledge to begin
the “Cardiac Chain of Survival” in the event of a cardiac emergency.
Lifeguard celebrated Telecommunicators week with the
Weatherford Dispatchers. The work that the Weatherford-area
dispatchers perform was celebrated with food and t-shirts from
Lifeguard.
Lifeguard participated, along with Weatherford FD and PD, in a mock
DUI presentation for the Weatherford High School. In the US, one
person is killed every 39 minutes by a drunk driver. This mock
presentation is used to help the students understand the dangers of
drinking and driving.
Chief Myers provided standby coverage for the Rhea wildland fires
that burned for several days in Western Oklahoma. He also assisted
the Custer County Emergency Manager by covering the refueling
trailer that was staged at the fires for the fire department apparatus.
During the wildfire outbreak, Lifeguard sent crews to Clinton for
mutual aid to assist with the evacuation of the Clinton Hospital due
to poor air quality that engulfed the area as a result of smoke from
the wildland fires.
Lifeguard crews attended the contract signing ceremony for the
hospital as it entered an agreement to have Saint Anthony manage
the facility.

